
 7 sets of 3 cards – each set 
with 2 common objects 
and then a ‘hybrid’ of those 
2 objects

 2 sheets of A5 paper and a 
pencil (per child)

10–15 minutes

INVENTORS

Note: Keep all the cards with the blue outlines hidden until the last activity. Put all the hybrid cards from the 
sets with the black outlines out of sight until needed too.

Matching Separate and Hybrid Objects:

Show your child the pictures with the black outlines of the common objects one at a time. Talk about each 
object – what it is called and what it is used for.

Now explain that they are going to create some new objects. Spread out the pictures of the objects that you 
have just looked at together, and add the hybrid cards with the black outlines. Mix them all up. Ask your child to 
take one of the new objects (a hybrid picture) and find the two objects that were joined to make that new 
object, such as in the example in the image top-right. Talk about whether each hybrid of the two objects would 
work well in reality or not, and why.

Repeat with the other hybrid cards. When they have finished, discuss how there are two different possible 
hybrids shown for the same knife and fork. 

Creating Our Own Hybrid Objects:

Now ask your child if they can think of an object which can be used both as a coat hanger and a saw. Show 
them the pictures of the saw and the hanger (but not the hybrid provided just yet). Discuss their ideas, and ask 
them to draw a hanger/saw hybrid on a sheet of paper. 

When they have finished, ask them to explain what they have drawn. Then show your child the hanger/saw 
hybrid provided and discuss the differences between that and your child’s idea. Finally, talk about if it would 
work in reality or not (no, because the saw may cut or snag the clothes hanging on the hanger; the hanger may 
be too difficult to grip well, in order to move the saw backwards and forwards safely).

Repeat the process as for the hanger and the saw above, but this time ask your child to think of and design a 
hybrid object that could be used as both a compass and a whistle. 

Your child can create hybrid objects that have two distinct functions.

To develop creativity
To transform objects and situations 
To develop a sense of humour
To see a picture from two perspectives
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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